MATERIAL HANDLING SOLUTIONS

STANDARD & CUSTOM ACTUATORS
Industry evolution sparked by revolutionary actuators.

Tolomatic’s first products, the Float-A-Shaft® and the Cable Cylinder greatly improved the efficiency of the original Tolomatic bagger/sealer machine used in the flour milling industry. The unique right-angle gearbox design permitted quick product changeover. To conserve space Tolomatic’s founder Burton Toles designed the Cable Cylinder – the world’s first rodless cylinder. Both the Float-A-Shaft and Cable Cylinder are still used today by the thousands!

Over 60 years later – Tolomatic’s legacy of innovation continues to grow with unique and robust automation components to solve customers’ motion challenges.

Material handling solutions have been at the core of Tolomatic’s business for over 60 years.

- Sorting
- Shuttling
- Conveying
- Wrapping
- Escapements
- Unwrapping
- Height adjustments
- Pressing
- Lifting
- Kick offs
- Stacking
- Swing arms
- Locating
- Diverting
**RSA**
The RSA electric rod actuator was designed with high performance, high force, dependability and mounting flexibility in mind.

**MXB-S**
The MXB-S solid bearing belt drive rodless actuator is a cost effective electric actuator for lighter loads.

**Slide-Rite®**
The Slide-Rite right angle gearbox is available in compact and standard sizes with CR (corrosion-resistant) models and three gear ratio selections.

**ERD & ACS**
The ERD electric cylinder, paired with ACS stepper or servo system, is the perfect alternative to pneumatic cylinders.

**B3W**
The B3W electric belt drive rodless actuator have an enclosed ball bearing design for heavy loads, high bending moments and long service life.

**MXP-P**
The MXP-P profiled rail pneumatic rodless cylinder offers high load carrying capacity, a low profile and long, reliable life.
Customer Challenge:
A conveying machine builder had used pneumatic systems for product diverting but wanted to offer an electric conveying system to their customers. The existing machine design had proprietary controls that operated the pneumatic cylinder in a spring return operation with one digital output to the pneumatic valve. They wanted a solution that could be retrofitted in the field without redesigning the proprietary controls.

**Tolomatic Solution:**
The ERD electric cylinder with ACS stepper drive was chosen as a cost effective pneumatic replacement. Pneumatic Mode allows the ERD electric cylinder to mimic the operation of the pneumatic cylinder. This mode allows for 2 and 3 positions based on all the different pneumatic cylinder and valve types on the market. The customer did not need to change any programming or logic for the system to work.

Customer Challenge:
A manufacturer of palletizers for bagged, bundled and baled products was looking for an efficient way to place a slip sheet on top of pallets to ready them for palletizing. The X-Y gantry process needed to be securely stabilized to allow slip sheets to be dropped in multiple positions on the pallets.

**Tolomatic Solution:**
A MXP profiled rail pneumatic cylinder was selected to achieve the smooth linear motion required. One MXP actuator mounted on the X-axis moves to position the Y-axis MXP actuator over the paper sheets. The X-Y configuration moves down, picks up the sheet, moves up and over into a new position on a pallet. Sensors were implemented along the horizontal stroke of the X axis MXP actuator to signal position.

Customer Challenge:
A builder of conveyor products, had recently replaced 2- and 3-position pneumatic cylinders with an electric open screw actuator solution. However, the actuator’s open screw design was causing contaminant buildup and affecting performance. The application required variable loads and speeds depending on what products happened to be moving on the conveyors. The builder was also looking for a flexible solution for his customers whose applications required the conveyors to be washed down.

**Tolomatic Solution:**
The Tolomatic ERD actuator was a perfect choice for this application. A standard ERD with a ball screw was selected for higher speeds. The actuator’s all stainless steel enclosed design protected internal components from contaminants and corrosion, while the IP67 option provides the needed protection for the wash-down requirement.
Material handling automation needs!

Customer Challenge:
A manufacturer of sorting equipment had created in-house automation solutions but could not achieve the speed or reliability to keep up with their customer requirements. Production needed to increase, so more sorting locations were required with limited floor space.

Tolomatic Solution:
An MXP rodless pneumatic cylinder with a solid bearing and a BC2 rodless cylinder was selected for this application because of their space-saving characteristics. The MXP cylinder sits perpendicular over the top of the conveyor and lowers a paddle. The BC2 cylinder then moves the paddle which pushes product both directions to different conveyors. Speed requirements of 30 in/sec were easily achieved.

Customer Challenge:
A bottling process required bottles be shifted onto two conveyors and temporarily held in position. The application required multiple lane changeovers and as a result, the customer designated an electric motion solution to maximize energy efficiency.

Tolomatic Solution:
An MXE25 rodless screw actuator with a solid bearing was selected and mounted over the conveying lanes. Paddle tooling was mounted to the actuator’s load carrying device which performed the necessary lane diverting moves to each position. An ERD15 rod screw actuator was selected to hold the bottles in position. Mounted to the side of the conveyor lane, the ERD actuator pushes a pivot device stopping the bottles as required. An ACS drive with EtherNet/IP provided fault feedback to ensure all lanes operated as required.

Customer Challenge:
A major package handling/shipping company required a scissor action to remove wrapping materials from a variety of bulk shipments. The process needed to be fast, safe, smooth, efficient and reliable. The customer also wanted the equipment to be compact and quiet with no pneumatics or sensors – motion control sensing torque to define home was critical.

Tolomatic Solution:
A customized MXB belt-drive rodless actuator with a dual carrier single motor combination was used to create the scissor action for each move. The integrated reducer minimized space and motor sizing, customized mounting was designed to easily integrate into the machine frame. The speed of the belt drive provided the fast, efficient motion and was configured with other Tolomatic actuators to provide a durable system that easily removed the wrapping materials without safety concerns.

Turn to Tolomatic for the best linear motion solutions for your applications.
When the supply chain MUST work

**Customer Challenge:**
A conveying machine needed a compact diverting device for an overhead pull-off system. 48 inches of stroke was required to move 150 pound boxes to a different conveyor line. Previously, a rod cylinder was horizontally mounted resulting in a cylinder extending about 48 inches beyond the width of the conveyor.

**Tolomatic Solution:**
A BC2 rodless band cylinder was chosen for this application because its stroke is contained within the length of the cylinder itself. This results in a 43% space savings compared to an equivalent rod cylinder. The BC2 actuator also guides and supports the load throughout the entire stroke length, resulting in minimal seal and bearing wear with lower load deflection compared to rod-style cylinders.

**Customer Challenge:**
A manufacturer of pre-form liquid containers had several lines of case packers in a variety of bottle and case sizes. The lines utilized intermittent motion that featured pneumatic cylinders but the cycle times were too slow. They wished to reduce the time for changeovers, eliminate manual adjustments and the need for rod spacers.

**Tolomatic Solution:**
Using the Tolomatic online sizing and selection tool, an RSA50 electric rod style actuator was selected to improve cycle time. Each different bottle and case size is programmed in one time, requiring no manual adjustment or rod spacers. Tolomatic’s “Your Motor Here” program allowed the customer unlimited flexibility to select their choice of motor and drive combination to power the actuator.

**Customer Challenge:**
A bottling plant needed to quickly change between different sizes and shapes of blow form molded bottles. The previous solution involved pneumatic cylinders with snap-on rings that provided a third position by using a hard stop to shorten the cylinder’s extend limit. Workers manually remove and install the rings in a very time consuming process.

**Tolomatic Solution:**
Tolomatic ERD15 electric rod-style actuators, controlled by ACS stepper controllers with EtherNet/IP allow infinite positioning. The compact size and mounting options allowed the ERD15 to retrofit into the space used for the pneumatic cylinders.
When the supply chain MUST work - put to work for you.

From Accumulator Conveyors to Weigh Check Stations
Tolomatic is your smartest automation choice
The Tolomatic Difference Expect More From the Industry Leader:

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS
Tolomatic designs and builds the best standard products, modified products & unique custom products for your challenging applications.

FAST DELIVERY
The fastest delivery of catalog products... Electric products are built-to-order in 15 days; Pneumatic & Power Transmission products in 5 days.

ACTUATOR SIZING
Online sizing that is easy to use, accurate and always up-to-date. Find a Tolomatic electric actuator to meet your requirements.

YOUR MOTOR HERE
Match your motor with compatible mounting plates that ship with any Tolomatic electric actuator.

LIBRARY
Easy to access CAD files available in the most popular formats to place directly into your assembly.

SUPERIOR SERVICE
Our people make the difference! Expect prompt, courteous replies to all of your application and product questions.

Also Consider These Other Tolomatic Products:

Electric Products
Rod & Guided Rod Style Actuators, High Thrust Actuators, Screw & Belt Drive Rodless Actuators, Motors, Drives and Controllers
"Foldout" Brochure #9900-9074

Pneumatic Products
Rodless Cylinders: Band Cylinders, Cable Cylinders, Magnetically Coupled Cylinders/Slides; Guided Rod Cylinder Slides
"Foldout" Brochure #9900-9075

Power Transmission Products
Gearboxes: Float-A-Shaft®, Slide-Rite®; Disc Cone Clutch; Caliper Disc Brakes
"Foldout" Brochure #9900-9076